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MAYOR, ETC., OF CITY OF NEW YORK v. THE ROBERT HADDEN etal.
(District Court, S. D. New York. April 26, 1895.)

DAMAGES BY COLLISION-CITY VESSEL-ADVERTISED BIDS.
The city's vessel being damaged by colllsion, bids for the repairs were

advertised for, as required by the state law, and the city accepted the one
bid offered, and claimed that amount as the measure of damages. Upon
a hearing before a commissioner, he found actual damage to be much
less than the amount paid under the accepted bid. Held, that the reasonable
cost of the repairs was the rule of damages, and not the amount paid;
especially, as there appeared to be negligence in the city officers in not pro-
curing surveys on notice, as usual, nor ascertaining the probable damages
before accepting the bid.

This was a libel by the mayor, etc., of the city of New York, against
the steam tug Robert Hadden and the schooner Mattie Newman to
recover damages resulting from a collision.
William H. Clark, Corp. Counsel, and James M. Ward, Asst. Corp.

Counsel, for libelant.
Wing, Shoudy & Putnam and C. M. Hough, for the Robert Hadden.
Alexander & Ash, for the Mattie Newman.

BROWN, District Judge. The libelant's vessel, Havemeyer, hav-
ing been damaged through the fault of the respondent's tug, the dam-
ages have been assessed by the commissioner, to whom it was re-
ferred, at the sum of $1,785, with interest. Exceptions have been
taken to the report, because the commissioner allowed for the repairs
of the Havemeyer a less sum than was paid by the city upon the
contract awarded by it to the lowest bidder for doing the repairs,
according to the law governing the city upon expenditures in excess
of $1,000; and also because certain wages of the men on board the
Havemeyer while she was laid up for repairs, were not allowed, nor
any demurrage.
The commissioner, in his opinion, has carefully treated each of

these claims, and I concur in the result at which he arrives. As
respects the last two items, the evidence shows that the city has not
sustained any pecuniary loss in these respects through the accident.
As to the first item, the cost of repairs, the court, on the trial of
the cause, admitted proof of the advertisement and award of the con-
tract for doing the repairs pursuant to the law governing the cor·
poration, and held them sufficient as prima facie evidence of the li-
belant's damage. Upon the reference before the commissioner vari·
ous witnesses have been examined on this subject, and the weight
of proof seems to me to sustain the commissioner's report, that the
Havemeyer was damaged to the extent of $1,785 only, and not in
the sum of $2,864, the amount of the single bid offered for doing the
repairs, and which bid the city accepted, and paid. Assuming the
actual damage to the Havemeyer to be the former sum only as the
reasonable cost of doing the repairs, if in consequence of the law
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governing the corporation the city was obliged to accept the single
bid offered, although I do not understand thatthe city is ever bound
to accept an excessive bid, still the additional amount paid, over a
fair award for the damage actually inflicted, is not a loss occasioned
by the act of the respondents, but a loss arising incidentally to the
city through the contract system imposed on it by law. If that
mode of securing work to be done for the city is deem,ed best for
the city's in the long run, it cannot change the rule of law
in admiralty causes, nOr impose a rule of damages different from
that which applies as regards all other suitors. In this case, more-
over, there would seem to have been neglect in the city officers, in
not procuring surveys on notice to the defendant as usual, and in
not making the customary efforts to ascertain the probable actual
damage before accepting the bid.
Exceptions overruled and report confirmed.

THE DORIAN.
MONTVET et al. v. THE DORIAN.

(District Court, S. D. New York. March 28, 1895.)
COLLISION-STEAM AND SAIL-OPPOSITE COURSES-CONTRADICTION AS TO LIGHTS

-NEI'fHER STORY CREDIBLE-INATTENTION-BAD LoOKOUT-CHANGE OF
COURSE-CLOSE 8HAVING.
The schooner S. going west, and the steamer D. going east, in a clear

night came in collision in Long Island Sound, N. W. from Eaton's Point
light. Their proper courses were opposite, and the S. had a fair wind. Each
charged the other with sheering to the south just before collision, when on
courses to clear by 500 to 1,000 feet. The testimony as to the lights seen,
and those exhibited to the other, was irreconcilable. The D. claimed that
she turned to the south sufficiently to avoid collision when at a reasonable
distance from the S. The master of the S. made a certain mistake in one
particular as to his change of course, upon which fabrication of testimony
was charged. Upon an analysis of the evidence as to the navigation, held:
(1) That for some minutes before collision the vessels' courses were within
one-half point of opposite, and nearly head and head; (2) that no attention
was given to the schooner by the D. until less than a minute before col-
lision, when she changed 1% points more to the southward; (3) that the
master of the schooner incorrectly located the S. on his starboard bow,
from viewing her from the starboard side of his own vessel, and changed
his course to the south at about the same time the D. changed; (4) that
the S. was In fault for the latter change, and the D. in fault for inattention
and bad lookout, and for not taking timely measures to avoid the S. by a
reasonable margin; and the damages were divided.

This was a libel by John C. Montvet and others, owners of the
schooner Clara E. Simpson, against the steamship Dorian, to re-
cover damages resulting from a collision.
Carver & Blodgett andJ. Langdon Ward, for libelants.
Wing, Putnam & Burlingham, for claimant.

BROWN, District Judge. At about 11 o'clock on the night of
December 4, 1894, the libelants' schooner ClaraE. Simpson, bound
west through Long Island Sound, was sunk with all on board, in a


